The situation was somewhat different the last time a Boston football team fled the Hub. In January of 1948, when Ted Collins' Boston Yanks transferred to New York City, it was by far a financial problem. The Yanks had lost $800,000 in four years at Fenway Park. Even then, finding a playing site was another thing and a far better one was arranged. The Yanks were then the home of the financially successful New York Yankees of the American Football League ("Other League" of the time). The next year, the AAF folded, the Yanks joined the NFL, and the Yanks disbanded, a few players going on to the Cowboys who now had sole possession of Yankee stadium and thus charged their names five dollars, enough, joked columnist Sid Demare, to go out of everything. Eventually, the team moved to Dallas, for to New York, and after all the research I did last week so chronicle the history of Boston pro football. The Bullets will be a commissioned front for 18 of the many franchises aborted in the organizational limbo of the various leagues. Bob Ross decided to go "dancing around the neck." Else we can trace the ignominious history of WFL, another placeholder who, you may have noticed, is devoted to the following: football, baseball, and possibly the Who.
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